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preface

A

s the title suggests, this book is an imagined history of
the ‹rst third of the twenty-‹rst century. It describes an
extraordinary period in American life in which the
country put itself back together after the political and economic disasters to which it had been subjected at the start of the century. The
history is selective, for it reports mainly on the major public policies
of the period and the politics that help make these possible.
America in 2033 boasts a fairer economy, a more democratic polity,
and institutions that cater to a greater extent to the people they are
supposed to serve. Inequalities of class; race; gender; and, of course,
power remain. Old problems have not disappeared, and new ones appear all the time, but American society is less polarized, its people freer
from anger and paranoia and more trusting of others, including the
government. For the moment even the world is nearly peaceful.
Some of the policies that have brought about the imagined better future are new, some are familiar, but they address many of the
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primary issues that I think will be facing America in the coming
years. My history focuses especially on the period between 2012 and
2032, when most of the national rebuilding takes place.
To bring that history to life, I have imagined four presidential administrations: those of James Caruso (2012–20); Frank O’Hara
(2020–24); Susan Gordon (2024–32); and Stephen Hernandez, who
has spent his ‹rst year in the White House when the book ends. All
but O’Hara are Democrats, although of a somewhat different stripe
than now existing party leaders. That all but one is liberal re›ects a
hopeful opinion about the future of American liberalism. (None are
intended to resemble anyone living or dead.)
For brevity’s sake, I have omitted the contributions of individuals, agencies, and groups who were responsible for most of the ideas
and the work for which the four leaders received or took credit. The
ordinary citizens and interest groups that pressed the politicians for
innovation and change and for some of the speci‹c policies discussed here have received less than their due as well.
When all is said and done, however, and as the Bush era demonstrates once more, innovation generally is formulated from the top,
by the expert and other functionaries embedded with the politicians
whose values, ideas, and electoral ambitions make new programs
and policies happen.
A supportive polity is also needed—one reason the history devotes
a chapter to the improvement of representative democracy. And since
I sought to foresee a better future, the book’s polity may be more supportive, and political opposition to desirable policies more easily defeated, than in the real world. True, imagining that corporate executives and Wall Street ‹nanciers can sometimes act on their long-term
interests or that they can be defeated politically may be too utopian.
However, even they are in›uenced by structural changes in the society.
The structural changes that are already visible include global and
national forces that will spread current reductions in job security
and wages to yet other Americans, even as the prices of all forms of
energy and many other necessities continue to rise.
As a result, the economy in which ordinary people live will require government help, particularly the retail economy on which so
much of the overall health of the American economy now rests.
Washington will have to put money in the pockets of consumers
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and other customers, for example by creating better jobs and other
income supports for them. Indeed, the big retailers and industries
that depend on them will lobby the government for such programs,
pressure it to take health insurance off their shoulders, and practically force it to create a twenty-‹rst-century welfare state.
Government will have to ‹nd the money, partly by reducing defense and other budgets. Later in the period about which I am writing government will need to complement and replace services now
supplied by pro‹t-making enterprises, look for ways of stimulating
labor intensive economic growth, and levy more progressive taxes.
The politicians I have imagined to be sitting in the Oval Of‹ce will
not understand all the forces with which they have to cope and the
structural changes that in›uence their policies, but they will know
what they must do to hold on to their voters.
Although I write mainly about successful policies, I have included some promising ones that have so far been too impractical or
unpopular to survive the political process. I include them because
their time may yet come or because I wish it would come.
Conversely, the history leaves out the prosaic policies, routine
politics, and customary ceremonies that always take up much of the
time of the country’s leading public of‹cials. In addition, I slight
the double-dealing, the backstabbing, the sexual and other affairs,
the petty corruption, and the larger thefts of public funds and
goods that are endemic to politics. Readers can imagine them or
‹nd them in the histories of earlier periods.
Being a sociologist and a social planner, I write with the frames
and approaches of these disciplines. Sociology provides many of the
analytic tools, including projection and extrapolation, but social
planning offers the opportunity to predict and the freedom to imagine. Although both sometimes seek to predict the future, this book
does not, instead mixing estimation, projection, and imagination.
Since the history is written for general readers I have, however, kept
the language free of technical quali‹cations and jargon.

origins
I have wanted to undertake this project for a long time. Like others
of my age, I was fascinated by Edward Bellamy’s utopia Looking Back-
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ward: 2000–1887 when I was in high school, although by the time I
was in college, I understood its many shortcomings. In graduate
school I started thinking about someday writing what I called a realistic utopia, in which credible people, grappling with standard economic and political obstacles, were creating a better future. I was encouraged in this project by my two primary mentors, Martin
Meyerson and David Riesman, both of whom were active in the
post–World War II revival of interest in utopian planning.
A quarter century later, in the dark days of the Nixon years, I
started to make notes for my realistic utopia. Another quarter of
a century and another dark period later, I started once more and
then began in earnest about the time the Supreme Court elected
George W. Bush president in 2000.
The ‹nal product is not a utopia, however, because I never
thought to describe a perfect and henceforth unchanging society.
Nor does it quite ‹t the futurists’ project, which emphasizes technological innovation.
Be all that as it may, I believe that imagining the future is a useful public and scholarly activity for sociology and the other social
sciences—although not only for them. Every society needs to think
seriously about the future and should be discussing alternative desirable futures in the appropriate policy and political arenas.
Finally, the question I was often asked when writing the book:
why 2033? Originally I was going to end the story in 2050, but I
could not project trends, consider the new technologies and social
structures that might have appeared by then, or imagine the better
society that far into the future. Once I stipulated that about a quarter century from now, the country’s economy, polity, and other social structures would still resemble today’s, 2033 seemed a more
credible end point.
Actually, many of the changes I write about are only beginning
to be implemented when my story ends, and some might take
decades to come about, but remember that 2033 is an imagined
date in this imagined history. Readers who are more concerned
with the present should feel free to ignore 2033 and other dates,
imagine the policies and politics in a contemporary setting, and
think about them accordingly.
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